Finish this sentence:
1.) Your drinking water begins its journey to the Delta as ____________ in the Sierra Nevada Mountains.

2.) The snow melts and the water flows into mountain rivers, and then down into two large California rivers that feed the Delta. These two rivers are the ____________________ and the _____________________________.

3.) How many miles is the Contra Costa Canal?
Answer here: ____________________________________________

4.) What chemical works like a magnet, clumping the dirt particles together?
Answer here: ___________________________________________________________________

*Hint, the words starts with an A.
5.) What are the dirt particles called?
Answer here:_________________________________________________

6.) Name one of the procedures we use to get rid of the bacteria in the water that's invisible to the human eye.
Answer here_______________________________________
*Hint, it's a special form of oxygen that's zapped with electricity.

Finish this sentence:
Once the water leaves the treatment plant, how is it transported to your house? What does it travel inside of?
Answer here:___________________________________________________

What are two things you can do to help keep our source water clean?
Answer here:________________________________________________ and
______________________________________________________________